More Than A Great EHR
DE NA L I

Introducing
PrognoCIS Denali

The latest upgrade of the
PrognoCIS EHR software brings
you new & improved workflows
in both EMR and Billing modules.

New features in PrognoCIS Denali include:
EMR Module

Billing Module

Order Management

Enhanced EOB/ERA
Processing

Document Sharing:
PrognoCIS to Portal

Customized Billing
Statements

Employer Portal

Advanced Analytics
See reverse for details
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Denali Feature Details
Order Management

Enhanced EOB/ERA Processing

Document Sharing from PrognoCIS to
EHR Portals

Customized Billing Statements

Employer Portal

Improved Analytics with Graphs,
Dashboard, & Trend Reports

Seamless workflow to maintain & track all
laboratory, radiology, consult, and procedure
orders from a single screen

Quickly and easily share documents from the clinic
to individual portal to allow referring providers,
patients, or employees to view clinic documents
Clinics can easily share an employee’s necessary
medical documents and billing information when
their employeri s registered with the clinic

Smarter & faster EOB/ERA processing with the
‘Single Claim Posting’ feature that lets users post or
unpost claims individually

Easily auto-schedule your statements to run and
group them by Locations, Business Units, & Providers

Effective monitoring of Key Performance Metrics of
your Revenue Cycle Operations available with a
default set of graphs and a configurable Dashboard

PrognoCIS Denali: Reaching the Summit of Healthcare
As the highest peak in North America, Denali is symbolic of our mission to stand at the top of
healthcare. To reach the top of any mountain requires a long and arduous climb. The trek to success
takes time and a lifelong commitment to providing high quality healthcare for a consistent amount
of time. But it is those who persevere and work with their partners that are able to reach the summit.
Denali is representative of our promise of freedom and mobility. We want to create a product that
enables clinicians to live a fulfilling and balanced life, without being trapped in his or her clinic. In
our 16 years as an electronic health record (EHR), practice management, and RCM provider, we
have cemented our place as a leading healthcare software company, and we continuously strive
to provide our providers user-friendly and innovative technology.

Details available at prognocis.com/denali
Free PrognoCIS EMR
iPhone & iPad App:
Securely stores our data
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